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We study price discrimination where consumers know at the time of contracting only the
distribution of their valuations but subsequently learn their actual valuations. Consumers are
sequentially screened, as in a menu of refund contracts. Initial valuation uncertainty can differ
in terms of first-order stochastic dominance or mean-preserving-spread. In both cases, optimal
mechanisms depend on informativeness of consumers' initial knowledge about their valuations,
not on uncertainty that affects all consumers. It can be optimal to "subsidize" consumers with
smaller valuation uncertainty through low refund to reduce the rent to those who face greater
uncertainty and purchase more "flexible" contracts.

1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanismdesign literaturehas shed light on many commonlyused price discrimination schemes.' However, most models developed in this literatureare 'staticin that
consumersare assumedto make consumptiondecisionsat the same time as they select a
contract.This assumptionis not innocuouswhen consumerslearnnew informationabout
their demandover time. Considerthe demandfor plane tickets. Travellerstypicallydo
not know theirvaluationsfor ticketsuntiljust beforedeparture,but they know in advance
theirlikelihoodto havehigh and low valuations.A monopolistcan wait untilthe travellers
learntheirvaluationsand chargethe monopolyprice,but more consumersurpluscan be
extractedby requiringthem to reveal their private informationsequentially.An illustration of such monopoly practiceis a menu of refundcontracts,each consistingof an
advancepaymentand a refundamountin case the travellerdecidesnot to use the ticket.
By selectinga refundcontractfrom the menu, travellersrevealtheir privateinformation
about the distributionof their valuations,and by decidinglater whetherthey want the
ticket or the specifiedrefund, they reveal what they have learned about their actual
valuation.
The following example of airplane ticket pricing illustrates sequential price
discrimination.2
Supposethat one-thirdof all potentialbuyersare leisuretravellerswhose
valuationis uniformlydistributedon [1,2], and two-thirdsare businesstravellerswhose
valuation is uniformlydistributedon [0, 1]u [2, 3]. Intuitively,business travellersface
1. An early contribution to this literature is Mussa and Rosen (1978). More recently, Wilson (1993) provides applications to real-life pricing problems.
2. The numbers of this example are chosen to expedite exposition. In Section 2, we formally derive the
optimal menu of refund contracts and revisit this example to illustrate some important results of the paper.
Similar examples are studied in Courty (1996).
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greater valuation uncertaintythan leisure travellers.Suppose that cost of flying an
additionaltravelleris 1. If the seller waits until travellershave privatelylearned their
valuations,she faces a valuationdistributionthat is uniformon [0, 3]. The optimalmonopoly priceis 2 with expectedprofitof 3, thus excludingall leisuretravellersas well as half
of businesstravellerswho turnedout to have low valuations.Suppose instead that the
selleroffers two contractsbeforethe travellerslearntheirvaluation,one with an advance
payment of 15 and no refund and the other with an advance payment of 175 and a
partialrefundof 1. Leisuretravellersstrictlypreferthe contractwith no refund.Business
travellersare indifferentbetweenthe two contractsso we assume that they choose the
contractwith refund.The monopolistseparatesthe two typesand earnsan expectedprofit
of 3, twice as much as the profits of chargingthe monopoly price after travellershave
learnedtheirvaluations.
This paper considers a class of monopolist screeningproblems where consumers
sequentiallylearntheirdemandand contractsare signedwhen consumersonly have partial privateinformation.Such pricingproblemsare not unique to airplaneticket pricing
and refund contracts.Sequentialmechanismstake differentforms in hotel reservations
(cancellationfees), car rentals(freemileagevs. fixedallowance),telephonepricing(calling
plans), public transportation(day pass), and utility pricing(optional tariffs).Sequential
price discriminationcan also play a role in contractingproblemssuch as taxation and
procurementwherethe agent'sprivateinformationis revealedsequentially.
Surprisingly,sequentialscreeninghas not receivedmuch attentionin the screening
literature.Thereare researchworkson two-parttariffs,whichsharewith sequentialmechanismsthe featurethat consumptiondecisionsare made sequentially,but learningplays
no role in this literature.Indeed, a typical textbook discussionof price discrimination
introducestwo-parttariffsonly as a simpleway of implementingconcavenonlineartariffs.
The literatureon two-parttariffsdoes not capturethe learningfeaturethat consumersdo
not know yet the quantitythey wish to consumeor the valuationthey place on the good
when they choose a contract.Also absentin the literature,is the implicationof learning
that consumers often suffer from "regret"when they make sequential decisions: a
businessmancould have bought the same ticket at a lower advanceprice had he known
that he would fly for sure, and a tourist could have avoidedthe cancellationfee had he
known his itinerarywhen he reservedthe hotel room.
The primarygoal of this paperis to show that sequentialmechanismshelp producers
to pricediscriminatewhen consumerslearnprivateinformationabout their demandover
time. Althoughsequentialmechanismscan take differentforms,we restrictour attention
to situationswhereconsumershaveunit demandsas in the airplaneticketpricingproblem.
In thesesituations,optimalex post pricingscheme(afterconsumershave completeprivate
informationabout their demand)degeneratesto standardmonopolist pricing, and the
monopolistsequentiallydiscriminatesonly by choosing the probabilityof deliveringthe
good. Refundcontractsconstrainthe deliveryprobabilitiesto zero or one, but a general
sequentialmechanismis a menu of contractsconsistingof pairs of deliveryprobability
and paymentto the monopolist.Efficiencyis achievedby deliveringthe good if and only
if the consumer'svaluationexceedsthe productioncost, but the optimalsequentialmechanism can generateeither downwardor upward distortions.Downward distortionsin
sequentialmechanisms(i.e. not deliveringthe good when the consumer'svaluation is
greaterthan the cost) are similarto the standard"rationing"result in nonlinearpricing
models:under-provisionof qualityor quantityis used to extractmore surplusfrom more
eagerconsumers(Mussaand Rosen (1978),Maskinand Riley (1984)).More surprisingly,
it can be optimalto "subsidize"consumptionby some consumers(i.e. providingthe good
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when the consumer'svaluationis below the cost). Over-productiontypicallyarises only
in multi-productpricediscriminationproblemswhen betterseparationis achievedby subsidizingconsumptionof some goods.3Althoughthereis only one productin our problem,
inefficientover-productioncan be used effectivelyas a price discriminationinstrument
when the productioncost is relativelylow and consumersdiffersufficientlyin the degree
of valuationuncertaintythey face.
In Section2, we considerthe problemof designingthe optimalmenu of refundcontracts for two ex ante types of potential buyers. To continue with the airplaneticket
pricingexample,the businesstravelleris eitheran eager consumerwho is more likely to
draw higher valuations than the leisure traveller,in the sense of first-orderstochastic
dominance,or a consumerwho faces greatervaluationuncertaintythan the leisuretraveller, in the senseof mean-preserving-spread
(Rothschildand Stiglitz(1970)).In eithercase,
we show that thereis no consumptiondistortionfor the businesstype in the optimalmenu
of refundcontracts.In the case of first-orderstochasticdominance,rationingthe leisure
type is the optimalway of reducingthe rent to the businesstype. In the case of meanpreserving-spread,
subsidyas well as rationingcan be optimal. Sufficientconditionsare
providedsuch that when the productioncost is low, subsidizingthe leisuretype with a
refundlowerthan the cost of the ticketis cost-effectivein reducingthe rentto the business
type. For airplaneticketpricing,the marginalcost is low when capacityconstraintis not
binding, so our result that the businesstype purchasesa contractwith a higher refund
explainswhy it can be optimal for airlinesto offer business travellersmore "flexible"
contracts.
Section 3 examinesthe generalproblemof sequentialprice discriminationwith continuous types. This generalizationenablesus to discuss how type distributionand consumerlearningaffect the design of sequentialmechanisms.We characterizethe optimal
sequentialmechanismfor a case whereconsumersface the samevaluationuncertaintybut
differin expectedvaluation,and a case whereconsumershavethe sameexpectedvaluation
but differin valuationuncertainty.In both cases, the deliveryrule is shown to be deterministic,and can thereforebe interpretedas a menu of refundcontracts,or a two-part
tariff.The size of distortiondependson the informativenessof consumers'initial private
knowledgeabouttheirvaluations,as well as on the type distribution.Distortionsare small
if consumers'initial privateknowledgeis not informativein that valuationdistributions
conditionalon types do not vary much across differenttypes of consumers.The size of
distortiondoes not dependon any valuationuncertaintythat affectsall consumers.In the
first case, where consumersdiffer in their expected valuation, consumerswith greater
expectedvaluationsare less likely to be rationed and choose the refund contractwith
lower advancepaymentand lower refund.In the second case, whereconsumersdifferin
valuation uncertaintythey face, types facing smallervaluation uncertaintyhave larger
consumptiondistortions.As in Section 2, distortionscan be eitherrationingor subsidy,
and the latteris optimalwhen productioncost is low.
Section 4 offers furthercommentson sequentialscreeningwhen neitherfirst-order
dominancenor mean-preserving-spread
is sufficientfor reducingthe dimensionof the
design problem. This insufficiencyresults from the multi-dimensionalnature of the
sequentialmechanismpricingproblem,which also makesit possiblethat randomdelivery
rulesare optimal.We study a two-typeexampleof airplaneticket pricingwherebusiness
travellersface greatervaluationuncertaintybut have a smallermeanvaluationthanleisure
3. See e.g. Adam and Yellen (1976), or Rochet and Chone (1998). Over-productioncan also occur in
single-productmonopolymodels when reservationutility in participationconstraintsvarieswith the type of
agents.See Lewisand Sappington(1989).
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travellers.We show that a tension arises under refundcontractsbetween exploitingthe
high mean valuation of the leisuretype and exploitingthe fat tail of the businesstype,
and that randomizationhelpsfinetune sequentialdiscrimination.Section5 concludeswith
some discussionon relatedworks and futuredirectionof this line of research.
2. OPTIMAL MENU OF REFUND CONTRACTS:TWO-TYPECASE
Considera monopoly seller of airplanetickets facing two types of travellers,B and L,
with proportionsfB andfL respectively.Throughoutthis section,we will think of type B
as the "businesstraveller,"and type L as the "leisuretraveller."There are two periods.
In the beginningof period one, the travellerprivatelylearns his type which determines
the probabilitydistributionof his valuation for the ticket. The seller and the traveller
contractat the end of period one. In the beginningof period two, the travellerprivately
learnshis actualvaluationv for the ticket,and then decideswhetherto travel.Each ticket
costs the seller c. The seller and the travellerare risk-neutral,and do not discount.The
reservationutility of each type of travelleris normalizedto zero. The businesstype may
value the ticket more in the sense of first-orderstochasticdominance(FSD): type B's
distributionof valuation GBfirst-orderstochasticallydominatesthe leisuretype's distribution GL if GB(v)C GL(v)for all v in the range of valuations [v, b]. Alternatively, the

business type may face greatervaluation uncertaintyin the sense of mean-preservingspread(MPS, Rothschildand Stiglitz,(1970)):GBdominatesGLby MPS if they have the
samemean and fv(GB(u) - GL(U))du?0 for all ve [v, ]. Let gBand gLbe the densityfunctions of two types.
A refundcontractconsists of an advancepaymenta at the end of period one and a
refundk that can be claimedat the end of period two after the travellerlearnshis valuation. Clearly,regardlessof the paymenta, the consumertravels only if he values the
ticket more than k. The seller offers two refund contracts

{aB,

kB,

aL, kL}. The profit maxi-

mizationproblemcan be writtenas
max
aB,kB,aL,kL

it = L,Bft(at -

ktGt(kt) - c(l -Gt(kt))),

subjectto
Vt = L, B, - at+ ktGt(kt)+

(IRt)

vdGt(v)'0 ,
kt

r,v

(ICt,t)

vdG,(v)' - a, + k, G,(kt,)+ {

Vt ? t', - at + ktGt(kt) +
.kt

rv

vdGt(v).
kt,

The firstset of constraint(IR) are the individualrationalityconstraintsin periodone. The
second set (IC) are the incentivecompatibilityconstraintsin periodone.
Lemma 2.1.

Under either FSD or MPS, IRL and ICB,Limply IRB.

Proof. The two individualrationalityconstraintscan be rewrittenas
Vt = L, B, -at+ {max {kt, v}dGt(v)?0.

COURTY & LI
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implies
{max

-aB+

{kB, v}dGB(v)?

-aL+

{max

{kL, v}dGB(v).

Since max {kL, v} is an increasingfunctionof v, if GB dominatesGL by FSD,
{max {kL, v}dGB(v) ' {max {kL, v}dGL(v).
Sincemax {kL, v} is a convexfunctionof v, the above conditionholds also if GB(v) dominates

GL(v)

by MPS. The lemma then follows from IRL.

|

Thus, the businesstype gets more utility than the leisuretype from any refundcontract, whetherit is definedby greatermean valuationor by greateruncertainty.Indeed,
we can definethe businesstype by combiningFSD and MPS. For example,take a distribution GB that dominatesGL by MPS. Shiftingthe whole distributionGB to the right
gives a new distributionthat has both greateraveragevaluation and greatervaluation
uncertainty.It is eady to see that the above lemmacontinuesto hold for this combination
of FSD and MPS. Note that Lemma2.1 does not hold undergeneralsecond-orderstochastic dominance,i.e. greaterdispersionwithoutthe restrictionof the samemean.This can
be seen from the proof of the lemma.Under generalsecond-orderstochasticdominance
the integrationof the functionmax {k, v} over [v,b]can be eithergreateror smallerfor a
dominantdistribution.An examplewherethe businesstype faces greatervaluationuncertainty but has a smallermean than the leisuretype will be analysedin Section4.
Lemma2.1 impliesthat IRL binds(holdswith equality)in the optimalmenuof refund
contracts,otherwiseincreasingboth aL and aB by the sameamountwould increaseprofits.
Also, ICB,L binds in the optimal menu of refund contracts,otherwiseprofits could be
increased by increasing aB. Substituting IRL and ICB,L into the objective function and
ignoring ICL,B, we obtain the following "relaxed" problem
ifV

max

(fL (v -

kL,kB J kL

rIg

c)gL (v)-fB

(GL(v)

-GB(v)))dv

+

fB (V - c)gB (v)dv-

JkB

be the surplus from the leisure type, and
be
the
rent to the business type, both as function of the
R(kL) fgL(GL(v) GB(v))dv
refundto the leisuretype. Sincethe choiceof refundfor the businesstype is unconstrained,
it should be equal to c to maximizethe surplusfrom the businesstype. Refund for the
leisuretype should be chosen to maximizethe surplusfrom the leisuretype less the rent
to the business type, so the solution to the relaxed problem is given by argmaxk
fLS(k)-fBR(k). Now we are readyto characterizethe solutionto the originalprofitmaximizationproblem.
Let S(kL) =
=

- c)gL(v)dv

fff(v

-

Proposition 2.2. Under either FSD or MPS, in the optimal menu of refund contracts,
kB = c and kL = argmaXk fLS(k) -fBR(k).
Proof.
{kB, kL }.

It suffices to show that the "upward" constraint ICL,B
Since ICB,L binds, we have
kL

aL-aB =jB GB(v)dv,

is

satisfied by the given
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which implies
+ kLGL(kL) +

-aL

vdGL(v)
kL

fr

rkL

= -aB+kBGL(kB) + J vdGL(v)

-

J

(GB(V)

-

GL(V))dV.

kB

kB

Thus, ICL,B is satisfiedif and only if fkL(GB(v) - GL(v))dv
_ O.If the solutionto the relaxed
problemhas kL = c, the propositionfollows immediately.Supposethat the solution has
kL? c, and fkL(GB(v)

-

GL(v))dv >0. Consider an alternative menu where the two types

have the same refundc. The surplusS(c) from type L is greaterin the alternativemenu.
The rent to type B is smallerin the alternativemenu, because
rV

R(C) =

7

r~
~~kL

kL~~~~~~

~

~

tr

(GL(v)- GB(v))dv J< (GL(v) -

(GL(v) - GB(v))dv +
C

GB(V))dV.

kL

This contradictsthe assumptionthat {kL, kB} solves the relaxedproblem.Thus, the solution to the relaxedproblemsatisfiesICL,B. II
The derivationof the optimalmenu of refundcontractsis completedby findingthe
advancepaymentsaL and aB from IRL and ICB,L. Proposition2.2 shows thereis no consumptiondistortionfor the businesstype, eitherwhen it's definedby FSD or MPS, or a
combinationof the two as describedpreviously.Under FSD, the rent functionR(kL)is
decreasingfor any kL. Since the surplusS(kL) from type L is increasingfor any kL < c,
the solution to the relaxedproblemhas kL ? c. Thus, we have the standardresult that
thereis rationingfor the leisuretype to lower the rent given away to the businesstype.
Under MPS, the rent R(kL)is not a monotonicallydecreasingfunctionof the refund
kL to the leisuretype. Instead,R(kL)is zero at both v and v, and tends to be greaterin
the middleof the support.In this case, subsidyas well as rationingcan be used to reduce
the rent to the businesstype. In order to obtain more insightsabout the nature of consumptiondistortionfor the leisuretype, we need to impose additionalrestrictions.Suppose that the rent functionR(Q) is single-peakedat some ze (v, b). This is satisfiedif for
exampleGBand GLdifferby a single mean-preserving-spread.
For simplicity,we assume
that thereis no "plateau"at z so that GB(V)> GL(v) for all v < z and GB(v)< GL(V) for all
v> z. An example of this is normal distributionswith the same mean z and a greater
variancefor type B.4
Under the single-peakassumption,the rent to the businesstype is the greatestwhen
the refundfor the leisuretype equalsthe peak of the distributions,and it falls monotonically on either side of the peak. Whetherit is optimal to subsidize(set kL < c) or ration
(kL> c) the leisuretype dependson how the loss of surplusdue to distortionscompares
with rentreduction.Note that whenR( ) is single-peakedat some z? c, the optimalrefund
to the leisuretype kL cannotlie betweenc and z. For example,if c < z, then any kLE (c, z]
cannot be optimalbecauseby decreasingkL towardc the sellercould increasethe surplus
S(kL) and decreasethe rent R(kL). Furthermore,settingkL= c cannot be optimal, since
by decreasingkL slightlybelow c, surplusfrom type L is not affected(becauseS'(c) = 0)
but the rent to type B decreases.With the values between c and z excluded,one would
4. If U is a randomvariablewith log-concavedensityfunction,and V has zero mean and is independent
of U, then the distributionfunctionsof U+ V and U, as GBand GLrespectively,have the abovedesiredproper(1994).
ties. See Shakedand Shanthikumar
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conjecturethat it is optimalto subsidizeconsumptionwhen the cost is low, and to ration
when the cost is high. The intuitionis that when the cost is below the peak of the rent
function, rationingis too costly becauseit preventsmany profitabletrades,while when
the cost is above the peak, subsidymeans too many inefficienttrades.The followingtwo
resultsgive sufficientconditionsunderwhich such patternof distortionsis optimal.The
first one assumes symmetryof the density functions;the second one assumes that the
proportionof businesstravellersis sufficientlysmalland/or the cost is sufficientlydifferent
from the peak of the rent function.
Proposition 2.3. It is optimal to subsidize (ration) the low type when c < z (c > z) if at
least one of the following two conditions is satisfied: (i) gB and g, are symmetric around z;
(ii) fBR(c) ?-fL(S(C)

-

S(z)).

Proof (i) Supposethat c < z. SincegBand gLare symmetricaroundz, the rent function R(-) is also symmetricaroundz. If kLE (Z,2z - c], then an alternativemenuwith kL =
2z-kL yields the same rent by symmetry and a greater surplus because c-?kL< kL, a
contradiction. Suppose kL> 2z - c. Comparing the slope of S( ) at any k > 2z - c and at
k = 2z -k, we have

- S'(k) = (k-

S'(k)
SinceS(k) reachesmaximumat c, the above inequalityimpliesthat S(k)> S(k). SinceR(k)
c)gL(k) = (k- C)gL(k) > (c -k)gL(k) =

is symmetric around z, an alternative menu with kL = 2z -kL yields a greater profit, a

contradiction.The propositionthen follows from the fact that kL cannot lie between c
and z. The argumentis similarwhen c > z.
(ii) Suppose that c < z. Since kL cannot lie between c and z, either kL < c or kL> zThe profit of settingkL < c is at leastfLS(c) -fBR(c), becausechoosing kL slightlybelow
c alwaysreducesthe rent withoutchangingthe surplusat the margin.On the other hand,
the profit of setting
fBR(C) `-L(S(C)

c>z.

-

kL>z

S(z)),

is at most

fLS(z),

with maximum surplus and zero rent. If

settingkL> z cannot be optimal.A similarargumentholds when

11

Accordingto Proposition2.3, the pattern of consumptiondistortionis determined
by the comparisonbetweenthe cost of the ticket and the peak of the rent function.The
case in whichleisuretravellersare subsidizedcorrespondsto the familiarticketingpattern
that leisuretravellersbuy discountticketswith lower or even zero refundwhile business
travellerspay morefor flexibility.Proposition2.3 shows that greateruncertaintyfor business travellers,insteadof greaterlikelihoodto have high valuations,is the key to understandingthis patternin termsof monopolypricing.
To illustrate,let us reconsiderthe examplepresentedin the introduction.By definition, the surplusfunctionis
1

if ke [0, 1),

S(k) = k - 'k2 if ke [1,2],
if ke(2, 3],
0
and the rent functionis
if ke [O,1)

4Fk
R(k) = 4-2'k-l1)(k-2)

if ke[1, 2],

4(k-

if kE-(2, 3].
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According to Proposition 2.2, the business type buys a contract with refund kB= 1 and
Figure 1 plots
the leisure type buys a contract with refund kL = argmaxk4S(k)
-33R(k).
3S(k) and 2R(k). This example satisfies the first condition in Proposition 2.3 because the
density functions are symmetric around z = 1 5. Since the production cost equals 1 and is
less than z, Proposition 2.3 predicts subsidy for the leisure type, and indeed from Figure
1 the optimal refund for the leisure type is 0. Since the leisure type's participation constraint IRL binds, from kL = 0 we have aL = 1 5. Since kB = 1, from ICB,L we have aB =
1*75.This verifies the optimality of the refund contracts given in the introduction.
1/4 -------------------S(k)/3

/

\
---

1/6

0

1

2

3/2

FIGURE

Rk/

3

1

A few remarks about the example are in order. First, in the optimal sequential contract, even the business type gets only a partial refund. Since a sequential contract with
full refund is formally identical to buying from the spot market at a price equal to the
refund, this example shows that it is generally not optimal for a monopoly seller to offer
only an advance purchase discount and to induce the business type to buy from the spot
market.5 Second, the business type gets zero surplus from the optimal sequential contract.
This is a special result, because by Lemma 2.1, the business type should get a greater
surplus than the leisure type from any refund contract. What happens is that the leisure
type's contract has a zero refund, and since the two types have the same mean, the business
type gets the same zero expected surplus from the zero-refund contract of leisure type.6
Since ICB,L binds, the business type gets zero expected surplus from its partial-refund
contract. Finally, in this example, the first-best outcome is achieved by sequential screening, but this result is also special. If the leisure type has a small probability of reaching
valuations on the interval [0, 1], then as long as such probability is small enough so that
-S(k) -2 R(k) still reaches maximum at k = 0, a zero-refund contract for the leisure type
continues to be optimal. But in this case, subsidy and over-production for the leisure type
occurs with a positive probability, and efficiency of sequential screening disappears.
5. Dana (1998) shows that consumers with less demand -uncertainty buy non-refundable advance tickets.
His result is based on the use of advance purchase discount in choosing production capacity by competitive
sellers. In his model, ticketing strategies are restricted to simple forms, and consumers facing greater demand
uncertainty wait for the spot market instead of purchasing refund contracts as in our model.
6. Technically, in the proof of Lemma 2.1, the function max {kL, v} is not strictly convex.
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3. SEQUENTIAL MECHANISM DESIGN: CONTINUOUS TYPE CASE
The analysis in the last section illustrates some general characteristics of sequential price
discrimination. In this section, we show that these characteristics carry through in the
absence of the restriction to two ex ante types and the restriction to menus of refund
contracts. We discuss how type distribution and consumer learning affect the design of
sequential mechanisms, which can be done more satisfactorily in a model with continuous
types. By solving for optimal sequential mechanisms for a number of simple and intuitive
parameterizations, we take a first step toward testing implications of the sequential screening model.
In this section, we assume that types are continuously distributed over T = [t, t], with
a density function f(t) and distribution function F(t). Each type t is represented by a
distribution of valuations over [v, v], with a differentiable density function g(v It) and
cumulative function G(v It). As before, consumer type is privately learned before contracting. Note that we have assumed that the type space T is one-dimensional for simplicity, but this does not reduce the complexity of the type space, because each type is a
probability distribution and can vary in arbitrary ways. In the applications later in this
section, private type information will be about the expected valuation or the degree of
valuation uncertainty.
As in the standard mechanism problem, the revelation principle (Myerson (1979),
Harris and Townsend (1981)) allows us to simplify the problem of sequential mechanism
design. We assume that the conditional distributions g(v It) have the same support for all
te T. This assumption makes it simpler to write down the incentive compatibility constraints in the optimization problem.7 For each pair of reports t and v, let y(t, v) be the
probability of delivery and x(t, v) be the payment to the monopolist. The monopolist
solves the following mechanism design problem
rt 1V

max
x(t,v),y(t,v)

v iv

f(t)(x(t, v) - cy(t, v))g(vIt)dvdt,

subject to constraints
Vt, vv, v', vy(t, v) - x(t, v) ' vy(t, v') - x(t, v'),

(IC2)

(IC1)

Vt, t',

(vy(t,v) - x(t, v))g(vIt)dv'

{
v

(IR)
(R)

(vy(t',v) - x(t', v))g(vIt)dv,

{
v

Vt,

{

(vy(t,v) - x(t, v))g(vIt)dv' 0
Vt, v,v 0 '?y(t, v)?_1.

The first set of constraint (IC2) are the incentive compatibility constraints in period two.
The second set (IC,) are the incentive compatibility constraints in period one. The third
7. The assumption of common support can be relaxed as long as supports of different types overlap
sufficiently. More precisely, the condition is: for any type t and any two valuations v and v', there is a type t'
(possibly t itself) such that v and v' are in the support of type t'. If this condition holds, the optimization
problem has incentive compatibility constraints for each type involving all valuations in the union of the
supports.
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set (IR) are the individual reationality constraint in period one. The last set of constraint
(R) requires the delivery rule to be feasible.8
Following the standard treatment of incentive compatibility constraints (Mirrlees
(1971)), we can eliminate most of the period-two incentive constraints. Define u(t, v) =
vy(t, v) - x(t, v) to be the consumer's ex post surplus after he truthfully reports t and then
v. The following lemma shows that when the consumer draws a greater valuation, he
receives the good with a greater probability and has a greater consumer surplus. It also
amounts to "localization" of IC2 constraints. In searching for the optimal sequential
mechanisms, we need only impose local constraints on the sequential mechanisms to
ensure that all IC2 constraints are satisfied. The proof the lemma is standard and therefore
skipped.9
Lemma 3.1.

if (i) Du(t,v)/lv

=

Theperiod-two incentive compatibility constraintsare satisfied ifand only
y(t, v), and (ii) y(t, v) is non-decreasing in v for each t.

Our sequential mechanism design problem is related to static multi-dimensional price
discrimination models (McAfee and McMillan (1988)). In these problems, the consumer
is screened only once but he generally has more than one piece of private information
(e.g., willingness to pay for two different goods), and the monopolist generally has more
than one instrument of price discrimination (e.g. quantities of the two goods sold to the
consumer). In our sequential mechanism design problem, the consumer is screened twice,
but since the contract is signed in the first period, we can think of the sequential design
problem as a static problem in the first period, where the consumer chooses a contingent
package of delivery probabilities and transfer payments. This static problem is multidimensional in a sense because, although the consumer has one piece of private information, the monopolist has many discrimination instruments in contingent packages of
delivery probabilities and transfer payments. One difference between our problem and the
static multi-dimensional problems is that in our problem the second-period screening
imposes IC2 constraints on the instruments that the monopolist can use, as stated in
Lemma 3.1, whereas in the static multi-dimensional problems, there is no such a priori
constraint.
With the interpretation of our sequential mechanism design problem as a static
screening problem, it becomes natural to "localize" period-one incentive compatibility
constraints as in Lemma 3.1. Define U(t) = f u(t, v)g(vIt)dv as the expected surplus of
consumer of type t and Y(t, v) = fv y(t, u)du as the cumulative delivery probability.10
8. Note that there is no period-two individual rationality constraint vy(t, v) - x(t, v) 20 for all t and v.
This corresponds to situations where up-front deposits are not fully refundable, or there are cancellation fees at
the consumption date. The absence of this constraint is important for our results. Within the class of deterministic sequential mechanisms (menus of refund contracts), the ex post participation constraint implies that in each
refund contract the advance payment does not exceed the refund. One can show that the monopolist cannot use
the combination of advance payment and refund to price discriminate, and therefore all types have the same
contract. The optimal menu of refund contract then coincides with the ex post monopolist pricing. This
conclusion does not hold if the monopolist is not restricted to deterministic mechanisms, but the presence of the
ex post participation constraint clearly reduces the monopolist's discriminatory power.
9. See, e.g. Stole (1996). We consider only sequential mechanisms with piece-wise differentiable delivery
rule y(t, v).
10. The reason for using the cumulative delivery probability is that optimal sequential mechanisms can
have piece-wise constant delivery rules, in which case the first-period second-order condition written in derivatives of the delivery probability does not capture the restrictions imposed by the incentive compatability
constraints.
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Lemma 3.2. The period-one incentive compatibility constraints are satisfied only if (i)
O.
dU(t)/dt = -f y(t, v)(DG(v It)/(Dt))dv; and (ii) fu (a Y(t, v)/1t)(Jg(v It)/lt)dv
Proof.

By the period-one incentive compatibility constraint,
rV

U(t') ' U(t) +

{

(g(vIt') - g(vIt))(vy(t, v) - x(t, v))dv.

Exchanging the roles of t and t', we have

U(t') - U(t)?

{

(g(vIt') - g(vIt))(vy(t',v) - x(t', v))dv.

To obtain (i), we combine the above two inequalities, divide them by t' - t (assuming
t' > t), and let t' converge to t. Then.
dU(t) = "g g(v It)u(t, v)dv =
dt
v at

DG(vIt)y(t, v)dv,
at

where the last equality uses Lemma 3.1 and integration by parts. Condition (ii) can be
obtained similarly by combining the two inequalities, dividing them by (t - t')2 and letting
t' converge to t. II
Lemma 3.2 parallels Lemma 3.1. The first condition is a local period-one first-order
condition (FOC1), counterpart to the local period-two first-order condition (FOC2) in
Lemma 3.1 that au(t, v)/av = y(t, v); the second condition is a local period-one secondorder condition (SOC1), counterpart to the local period-two second-order condition
(SOC2) in Lemma 3.1 that y(t, v) is non-decreasing in v. However, the two lemmas differ
on an important point: the two local conditions in Lemma 3.2 are necessary but not
sufficient for IC1, whereas the two conditions in Lemma 3.1 are both necessary and sufficient for IC2. Section 4 comments on this difference.
It is well-known that multi-product price discrimination problems are complex when
consumers' private information is multi-dimensional (Armstrong (1996), Rochet and
Chone (1998)). In our model, the consumer's private information is a probability distribution on [v, b] that can vary quite arbitrarily. Little can be said about the properties of
the optimal mechanism without making further assumptions. Since each type is a probability distribution, FSD is a natural way to structure the type space T. In this case, we
say that type t is "higher" than t' if G(vIt)? G(vIt') for all v, and that T is ordered by
FSD if t > t' implies that t is higher than t' for any t, t'E T. Another way to structure T
is through a particular kind of mean-preserving spread where all distributions G(vIt) cross
at a single point z. In this case, we say that type t is "higher" than t' if G(vIt)_?G(vIt')
for all v < z and G(vIt) _ G(vIt') for all v > z, and that T is ordered by MPS if t > t' implies
that t is higher than t' for any t, t'E T. As in the two-type case, the analyses of these two
cases will be similar.
Following the standard practice of mechanism design, we obtain a "relaxed" problem
by imposing the two local first-order conditions in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 while
ignoring the second-order conditions (and all but the lowest type IR constraint). By
Lemma 3.2, we have
U(t)) {f(t)
(t)U(tU(t)dt = Uf

(1(v
I-t)F(t))y(t,v)
Ftyt,v-atdvdt.(iJG(dvIt)

Er(1 -
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Define
-

0 (t, v) = (v - c) + (1 F(t)) a G(v t)/Dat
g(v It)
f(t)
The relaxed problem can be then written as maxy(t,v) fftfu (t, v)y(t, v)g(vIt)f (t)dvdt subject
to 0 'y(t, v)' 1. The solution to the relaxed problem is given by y(t, v) = 1 for t and v
such that 4(t, v) > 0 and 0 otherwise. There is no randomization.
If transfer payments x(t, v) can be found so that the solution y(t, v) to be relaxed
problem given above satisfies all IC, and IC2 constraints, then the sequential mechanism
{y(t, v), x(t, v)} is optimal. But since we have ignored the local second-order conditions in
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, and since the two conditions in Lemma 3.2 are generally
insufficient for IC,, we need to impose some condition on y(t, v). The next result states
that in the case of FSD, if the solution y(t, v) to the relaxed problem is monotone in both
t and v, then transfer payments x(t, v) can be found such that the sequential mechanism
{y(t, v), x(t, v)} solves the original problem.11
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that T is ordered by FSD. If a delivery rule y(t, v) solves the
relaxed problem, and if y(t, v) is non-decreasing in t for all v and in v for all t, then there
exist transferpayments x(t, v) such that the sequential mechanism {y(t, v), x(t, v)} is optimal.
Proof. Since it solves the relaxed problem, y(t, v) is either 1 or 0 for any t and v. By
assumption, y(t, v) is non-decreasing in v for each t, so SOC2 implies that there exists k(t)
for each t such that y(t, v) = 0 if v - k(t) and y(t, v) = 1 if v > k(t). By FOC2, the transfer
payments can be written as x(t, v) = xo(t) if v _ k(t) and x(t, v) = xl(t) if v > k(t), with k(t) =
xi(t) - xo(t). By Lemma 3.1, all IC2 constraints are satisfied.
The expected surplus of a type t consumer is
I-

(1-

U(t) = -xo(t) +

G(vIt))dv.

k(t)

Taking derivatives and using FOC1, we obtain
_dxo(t) _dk(t) (1 - G(k(t)It)) = 0.
dt
dt
The above condition gives a differential equation that can be used to find the function
xo(t), with the boundary condition that xo( ) satisfies
v

(1 - G(v| ))dv= 0.

U(t) = -xo( ) +
Jk(t)

It remains to show that the sequential mechanism {k(t), xo(t), xi(t)} defined above
satisfies all IC, and IR constraints. The partial derivative of the expected utility U(t', t)
of type t' when he claims to be type t is given by
a U(tI t) =_dxo(t)

dk(t)

11. Matthews and Moore (1987) make the same observation in a multi-dimensional screening problem,
and call such mechanisms "attribute-ordered."
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Suppose t' < t.

dxo(t) dk(t)
dt
dt~((1-G(k(t)tt))=0.
-

-

By integration we have U(t', t) ? U(t'). The same reasoning applies if t < t'. This shows
that the sequential mechanism {k(t), xo(t), x1(t)} satisfies all IC, constraints. As in Lemma
2.1, since all IC, constraints are satisfied and since IR holds for the lowest type t, all IR
constraints are satisfied. II
In the case where T is ordered by MPS with all distribution functions passing through
a single point z, depending on whether the cost c is low or high relative to z, the proof of
Lemma 3.3 needs to be adapted. The statement of Lemma 3.3 holds for the case of MPS
with an additional restriction on the solution to the relaxed problem, namely no underproduction if c < z and no over-production if c > z.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that T is ordered by MPS with all distributionspassing through
a single point z. If c < z (resp. c > z) and y(t, v) solves the relaxed problem with no underproduction (over-production),and if y(t, v) is non-increasing (non-decreasing) in t for all v
and non-decreasingin vfor all t, then there exists x(t, v) such that {y(t, v), x(t, v)} is optimal.
Proof. Define a sequential mechanism {k(t), xo(t), x1(t)} as in the proof of Lemma
3.3. It suffices to show that all IC, constraints are satisfied. Suppose c < z; the case of c > z
is symmetric. By assumption y(t, v) is non-increasing in t for all v, so dk(t)/dt 0. Since
there is no under-production, k(t) ' c for all t. Further, if t' < t, MPS implies
G(k(t)It') - G(k(t)It). Then, from the expression of DU(t', t)/lt, we have
at

dt

dt

(I - G(k(t)it)) = O.

By integration we have U(t', t) ? U(t'). The same reasoning applies if t < t'.

|

Before we present a few parameterizations where optimal sequential mechanisms can
be found by using Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, it is helpful to compare our model with
the standard one-dimensional nonlinear pricing problem. The coefficient 0(t, v) is analogous to "virtual surplus" defined by Myerson (1981) in one-dimensional nonlinear pricing problems. As in nonlinear pricing problems, the first part of 0(t, v) corresponds to
social surplus of type t with valuation v, and the second part represents the distortion. In
a nonlinear pricing problem, the second part contains only the "hazard rate" (1 - F(t))/
f (t), but in our sequential screening problem, it also contains an additional term (aG(v It)!
at)lg(VIt).12

The hazardrate measuresthe distortiondue to elicitingtruthfultype infor-

mation from t, for any valuation v. Distortions are larger with a greater hazard rate,
because whatever surplus conceded to type t must also be given to all higher types. The
term (aG(vIt)/lt)/g(v It) has a straightforward interpretation of an "informativeness measure" (Baron and Besanko (1984)), as it represents how informative the consumer's private
12. Whenever Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 apply, the sequential mechanism design problem is reduced to
choosing refund (cutoff valuation) as a function of type. Virtual surplus can be instead defined as the expected
total surplus for a given type and a given refund. This alternative definition of virtual surplus looks the same
as in a standard one-dimensional nonlinear pricing problem. We choose to define virtual surplus for a pair of
valuation and type, because it applies even when the conditions of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 do not hold.
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type knowledge is about his valuation. It is zero if type and valuation are independently
distributed, and is large if marginally different types have very different conditional distributions. Alternatively, holding G(vIt) constant, we can think of v as a function of t, and
the informativeness measure is equal to -v/lat. The measure then represents how marginally differently types hit a fixed percentile G(vIt) at different valuations. Distortions
are larger with a greater informativeness measure, because more rent must be conceded
in order for marginally different types not to claim to be type t with valuation v. Finally,
in a nonnlinear pricing problem, the usual second-order condition (analogous to SOC2 in
Lemma 3.1) implies downward distortion-consumers of every type except for the highest
one are rationed. Here, the direction of distortion is not necessarily downward because
the ratio (aG(v It)/at)/g(v It) can be either positive or negative. We will discuss the case of
FSD and the case of MPS separately.
For the case of FSD, let us first consider the following "additive" structure of conditional distributions
v =et

+(I - O)t,

where t is distributed over a positive range, 0e (0, 1), and Etis i.i.d. on the whole real line
with density h( ) and distribution H( .).13 The distribution of v conditional on t is given
G(vIt) =Hv

-

et)

Note that G(vIt) satisfies FSD. The additive specification has some nice properties that
make it an interesting benchmark case. Consumers face the same uncertainty regarding
valuation but have private information about their expected valuation for the good. In
this linear case, the informativeness measure becomes a global one-it equals 0 for all
types and valuations. A greater 0 means that more information is learned early rather
than late and the consumer's private type knowledge is more informative about valuation
in that conditional distributions of valuations vary more with type.
With this additive specification, we have
0(t, v)

= v-c-

( -F(t))
f (t)

Under the standard monotone hazard rate assumption that the hazard rate (1 -F(t))
f (t) is non-increasing in t (Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)), we have that e (t, v)' 0 implies
4(t', v')_ 0 for any t'_? t and v'' v. The solution to the relaxed problem is monotone in
v and t separately. By Lemma 3.3, it solves the original problem. The optimal delivery
rule is therefore given by
yv

tO

if v > c + 0(1- F(t))lf (t),
otherwise.

It is deterministic with a cutoff level for each type. Higher types have lower cutoffs. There
is no production distortion for the highest type. We summarize the findings in the following proposition.
13. This formulation allows negative realized valuation. An example of negative valuation is a ticketholder who is sick and must be paid to travel. Since the monopolist cannot force consumption (free disposal),
in the profit maximization problem a distribution with a range of negative valuations is equivalent to one that
has an atom at zero valuation with all the probability weights of the negative valuations. This does not change
the results below. Note that in this and all other parameterizations of this section, we consider random variables
that are distributed over the real line to guarantee that the conditional distributions have the same support.
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Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the conditional distributionfunctions have an additive
structure. Then, under the monotone hazard rate assumption, the optimal sequential mechanism is deterministic with larger under-productiondistortionsfor lower types and no underproductionfor the highest type.

The under-productiondistortionis largerwhen the consumer'sprivateknowledgeis
more informative,because the monopolist prefersrationingthe good to giving higher
types a large informationalrent. In the polar case where 0 = 0, type is completelyuninformativeof valuation,and the monopolistachievesperfectdiscriminationwith a sequential mechanism.The monopolistsells the productin periodone at the expectedvaluation,
which is the same for all types, and allows the consumerto returnthe good for a refund
equal to c. This refundpolicy guaranteessocial efficiency.In the other polar case where
0 = 1, the under-productiondistortionis the largest.Clearly,the optimalsequentialmechanismcoincideswith usual monopolypricingafterthe consumerlearnshis valuation.
A characteristicof the optimalmenu of refundcontractsis that it is independentof
the specificationH() of the valuationshock E?.For fixed 0, increasingthe varianceof
Et, for example,meansthat the consumerfaces greatervaluationuncertainty,yet this has
no effect on the optimalmenu of refundcontracts.What mattersis not how much the
consumerknows about his valuationwhen he signs the contract,but how informativehis
private type knowledgeis about his valuation. The shock et may be interpretedas a
demandshock. As long as it affectsall consumertypes independentlyso that it does not
affect the informativenessmeasure,the size of this demandshock has no impact on the
optimalsequentialmechanism.
It is instructiveat this point to comparethe optimal sequentialmechanismwith ex
post monopoly pricing. Whereasthe sequentialmechanismis deterministicwith lower
cutoff levels of valuationsfor highertypes, ex post monopoly pricingcan be thought of
as a deterministicsequentialmechanismwith full refundand all types having the same
cutoff level. The optimalsequentialmechanismalwaysyields greaterprofitsthan ex post
optimalmonopolypricing;the gains from sequentialscreeningtend to be greaterwhen 0
is close to 0. If sequentialmechanismsinvolve greaterimplementationcosts than ex post
monopolistpricing,perhapsdue to the cost of registeringconsumersin advance,then one
is less likely to observe sequentialscreeningin environmentswhere conditional distributionsof valuationsvary substantiallywith type.
We can also extend Proposition3.5 to a multiplicativespecifications.Suppose that
v = t0- 0 where t is distributedover a positive range, 0e (0, 1), and Et is i.i.d. on the
whole positive real line with density h(-) and distributionH( ). This specificationis
log-linearand can be usefulin constructingempiricallytestableimplications.14We have,
p(t,v) = - c_v0(l

- F(t))
tf (t)

As in the additivespecification,the greateris 0, the more informativeis the type as a
signal of valuation,but here the informativenessmeasureis not uniformacrosstypes or
acrossvaluations.Define X(t) = (1 - F(t))/(tf(t)) and supposethat X(t)< 1 for all t. This
is satisfiedas long as the rangeof t is sufficientlyabove zero, regardlessof the value of 0.
The solutionto the relaxedproblemis then
14. A specificationwith a specialdistributionthat worksout similarlyis G(vjt) = 1 -exp (-vit).
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y(t, v) = {

O

if v > c/(1 - 0A(t)),
otherwise.

If X(t) is non-increasing in t (a monotone hazard rate is sufficient for this but clearly not
necessary), the above solution has the monotone property required by Lemma 3.3 and
therefore solves the original problem.
For the case of MPS, perhaps the most natural class of distributions is given by the
same mean plus a multiplicative shock. Suppose that
v = z+ tet,

where E, is i.i.d. on the whole real line with zero mean, density h(Q)and distribution H(-).
Without loss of generality we assume that t > 0, so that greater t means greater dispersion.
The distribution of v conditional on t is given by
G(vtIt) = H(

)
(t)

It is easy to see that the distributions G(vIt) satisfy MPS and pass through the same point
at z, which is also the mean of the distributions. Consumers face the same expected valuation but have private information about the degree of valuation uncertainty. Consumers
of higher types face greater valuation uncertainty. The informativeness measure is given
by (v - z)/t. Higher types have less private information at the time of contracting.
With the above specification, we have
4(t, v) = v - c - (v - z)X(t),
where X(t) is as defined in the previous example, and assumed to be less than 1. Under
the standard monotone hazard rate assumption (sufficient but not necessary), X(t) is nonincreasing in t. Then, the solution to the relaxed problem is given by

y(t, v) -

if v>

-

(c .X(t)z)/(
O otherwise.

-

)

The assumption of X(t) < 1 guarantees that y(t, v) is non-decreasing in v for any t. It is
straightforward to show that the cutoff rule y(t, v) defined above has the properties
required by Lemma 3.4: if c < z, then y(t, v) has no under-production and is non-increasing
in t for all v; if c > z, then y(t, v) has no over-production and is non-decreasing in t for all
v. The following proposition follows.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that the valuation distributionsare given by the same mean
z plus a multiplicative shock and (1 - F(t))/(tf(t)) is non-decreasing in t and less than 1.
Then, if c <z (resp. c > z), the optimal sequential mechanism is deterministic with greater
over-production(under-production)distortionsfor types with smaller valuation uncertainty
and no distortionfor the highest type.
Proposition 3.6 mirrors Proposition 2.3. When consumers have the same expected
valuation but differ in the valuation uncertainty they face, the pattern of consumption
distortion is determined by the comparison between the production cost and the expected
valuation. In airplane ticket pricing, the cost of flying an additional passenger is typically
small compared to the average willingness to pay when plane capacity is not binding. In
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this case, all travellers except for those with the greatest valuation uncertainty are subsidized and purchase advance tickets with a refund lower than the cost of the ticket. Travellers with greater uncertainty about their plans pay more in advance for greater flexibility
in terms of a higher refund.
Note that as in Proposition 3.5 the optimal menu of refund contracts does not depend
on the specification H( ) of the valuation shock E?.The variance of E?,for example, can
be great or small, but it has no effect on the optimal menu of refund contracts because it
is common to all types. Also, the multiplicative specification can be generalized by relaxing
the assumption that consumer type enters linearly with E?.Finally, as in Proposition 3.5,
consumption distortions (either downward or upward) are larger when the consumer's
private type knowledge is more informative about his valuation at the time of contracting.
To see this, recall that the informativeness measure is given by (v - z)/t. More private
information at the time of contracting can be represented by a leftward shift of the type
distribution. Since X(t) is decreasing in t, this amounts to an increase in X(t) for each t.
The cutoff levels in the solution to the relaxed problem decrease if c < z and increase if
c > z. In either case, the consumption distortions are greater.
4. FURTHER COMMENTS ON SEQUENTIAL SCREENING
The optimal sequential mechanisms characterized in previous sections are all deterministic. Deterministic sequential mechanisms are important because they are easy to
implement in practice, through refund contracts, option contracts or cancellation fees.
Deterministic sequential mechanisms are also related to two-part tariffs in nonlinear pricing models, which are formally discussed in the mechanism design language by Laffont
and Tirole (1986). A typical optimal non-linear pricing scheme is a direct mechanism
rarely seen in practice; instead, two-part tariffs are often used. Although any concave
nonlinear tariff can be implemented through a two-part tariff, the sequential feature of
the consumer's decision in two-part tariffs is purely artificial. One explanation for the use
of two-part tariffs in practice, given by Laffont and Tirole, is that they are robust against
shocks. Our model of sequential screening, where the consumer self-selects twice, provides
another explanation. In our model, the shock mentioned by Laffont and Tirole can be
viewed as the uncertainty faced by the consumer about his actual valuation at the time of
contracting, which later becomes his additional private information.
Deterministic sequential mechanisms are also easy to characterize. Under either FSD
or MPS, optimal deterministic mechanisms can be characterized with a local approach,
because the design problem is reduced to a single-dimensional problem of choosing the
refund as a function of type. Unfortunately, neither FSD nor MPS is sufficient to imply
that optimal sequential mechanisms are deterministic. In our model of sequential screening, as in the standard one-dimensional price discrimination literature, localization of the
period-two incentive compatibility constraints is guaranteed due to the standard "single
crossing" condition (Cooper (1984)) that a consumer with a greater realized valuation is
willing to pay more for an increase in delivery probability. This enables us to replace IC2
constraints by the two local conditions in Lemma 3.1. However, the two local period-one
incentive constraints in Lemma 3.2 are not sufficient to imply global period-one incentive
constraints.15This insufficiency results from the multi-dimensional nature of the sequential
15. In the multi-dimensional price discrimination literature, McAfee and McMillan (1988) have identified
a "generalized single crossing" condition that guarantees that local incentive compatibility constraints imply
global constraints. But their condition requires that the dimension of consumer's private information exceed the
number of monopolist' price discrimination instruments. This dimensionality condition is not satisfied in our
model: at the time of contracting, the consumer's private information is one-dimensional, but the monopolist
has many instruments in contingent packages of delivery rule and payments.
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mechanism design problem. To see this, note that from Lemma 3.3, under FSD a sufficient
condition for the IC1 constraints is that y(t, v) is non-decreasing in t for all v, but SOC1
states only that the delivery rule y(t, v) is non-decreasing in t "on average," with the
weights determined by local changes in the conditional distributions of valuations with
respect to type. Without further restrictions on type space T besides stochastic dominance,
the weights can still change with type quite arbitrarily, and there is little hope that what
holds locally extends globally.16 When the delivery rule is not monotone increasing in type
for each valuation, "bunching" occurs both across valuations and across types. In this
case, random delivery rules allow fine tuning by the monopolist.17 That the delivery rule
need not be monotone in types is similar to the conclusion in the multi-product price
discrimination literature that quantity or quality of each good need not be monotone
when consumer demand characteristics are one-dimensional but the number of price discrimination instruments is greater than one. For example, Matthews and Moore (1987)
show that if the monopolist in the model of Mussa and Rosen (1978) offers different levels
of warranty as well as quality, more eager consumers need not buy higher quality or
receive higher warranty.
To conclude the discussion of general sequential mechanisms, we use a two-type
example of airplane ticket pricing to illustrate how random delivery rules can fine tune
sequential screening in the absence of FSD or MPS. This example is closely related to the
one presented in the introduction. As in Section 2, the two types are interpreted as business
type and leisure type, with the business type facing greater valuation uncertainty in having
distribution of valuations that second-order stochastically dominates that of the leisure
type. The difference here is that the business type has a smaller mean valuation than the
leisure type. In particular, suppose that there are three possible valuations v - 2, v, and
v + 1, where v is a number greater than 2. The leisure type has a deterministic valuation
of v. The business type is equally likely to draw valuation of v - 2 and v + 1, with a lower
mean v - 2. For simplicity we assume that the production cost is zero. We will see how a
tension arises under refund contracts between exploiting the high mean valuation of the
leisure type and the fat tail of the business type, and how randomization can help fine
tune sequential discrimination.
First consider the following sequential mechanism with randomization. The seller
offers one contract with an advance price of v and zero refund, intended for the leisure
type, and another contract intended for the business type, with the same advance price
but with an option of receiving a partial refund of 'v and then drawing a lottery with
probability 2 of getting the ticket. Note that if the business type purchases the partial
refund contract, it is strictly better off not claiming the refund if it draws the higher
valuation of v + 1, whereas if the leisure type buys the partial refund contract, it is always
indifferent between claiming and not claiming the refund. The leisure type gets zero surplus from either contract (constraints IRL and ICL,B both hold with equality). The business
type gets zero surplus from the partial refund contract (IRB binds) and negative surplus
from the no-refund contract because it has a mean valuation smaller than the advance
price of v (ICB,L does not bind). Since both participation constraints bind, the seller's
16. It is possible to make stronger assumptions on the type space to reduce the dimension of the design
problem. For example, if in addition to satisfying FSD or MPS, the distribution functions G(vIt) are separable
in t and v in that there exist functions a( *), ,Bf( ) and y( ) such that G(vIt) = a(v) + f3(t)y(v) for all t and v, then
one can use a variation of the standard local approach in nonlinear pricing problems to characterize the optimal
sequential mechanism.
17. Numerical examples of randomization in optimal sequential mechanism under FSD or MPS are available from the authors.
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expected profits are l =fLv +fB(Q(v- 2) + '(v + 1)), where fL and fB are the fractions of
leisure type and business type respectively.
Next, consider any deterministic sequential mechanism. Since with the above random
mechanism the seller extracts all the surplus from the leisure traveller and from the business traveller when he draws the higher valuation, for the profits from a deterministic
mechanism to exceed Hl, the business type must be induced to use the ticket with probability one. But since the leisure type has a higher mean valuation, it will also use the
ticket with probability one. Since the participation constraint of the business type must
be satisfied, the seller is essentially restricted to offering the ticket at an advance price of
or fL> (v - 2)/
<
V- with no refund,with expectedprofitsof v - 2. Therefore,if v - <H,
must
randomization.
involve
v, the optimal sequential mechanism
The intuition behind this example can be understood as follows. It is straightforward
to argue that for a sequential mechanism to be optimal in this example, the seller must
sell to the leisure type with probability one, and the business type must be induced to use
the ticket with probability one when it draws the high valuation v + 1.18 The question is
whether to sell to the business type when it draws the low valuation. If a menu of refund
contracts is used, the seller faces an all-or-nothing choice: she must either sell to the
business type with probability one, or sell only when it draws the high valuation. In the
first case, she is constrained to offering a single contract at an advance price of v - 2 and
no refund. Since the leisure type has a higher mean valuation of v, a rent equal to 2 is left
to the leisure type. This rent is large iffL is large. In the second case, the seller can achieve
separation by offering one contract at an advance price of v with no refund to the leisure
type and another contract at an advance price of v + 1 with full refund to the business
type. But this means that she has to give up expected surplus of 'fB(v -2) from the
business type when it draws the low valuation. Randomization provides an extra margin
for the seller to operate at. By providing a partial refund of 'v and a lottery to the business
type when it draws the lower valuation, the seller leaves no rent to the leisure type and
extracts half of the surplus from the business type when it draws the low valuation.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The closest work to the present study is by Miravete (1996), who also considers the monopolist's pricing problem when consumers face demand uncertainty. Miravete (1997) tests
some empirical implications of his model. In contrast with our paper, he assumes continuous demand functions. This allows him to compare ex ante two-part tariffs (where consumers choose a tariff based on their expected demand) and ex post two-part tariffs (after
consumers learn their actual demand). He shows that expected profits are higher under
an ex post tariff if the variance of the type distribution is large enough. The generality of
his results is compromised by the restriction to two-part tariffs, because ex ante two-part
tariffs are generally not optimal. In the present paper where unit demand is assumed, the
optimal ex post tariff degenerates to standard monopolist pricing, and can be thought of
as a uniform sequential mechanism with full refund for all types. As a result, in out model
ex post mechanisms are dominated by sequential mechanisms. Furthermore, our results
(Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6) indicate that profit gains from using a sequential
18. To prove the latterclaim by contradiction,supposethat the probabilityof gettingthe ticketis p < 1
for some type afterdrawingits highestpossiblevaluation.Then, the sellercan increasethis probabilityto one
and at the same time increasethe correspondingpaymentfrom the type by v(1-p). This will not affect the
participationor the incentiveconstraintof any type, but will increasethe profitsby v(1-p) when the buyer
happensto be this type and happensto drawthe highestvaluation.
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mechanism depend not only on the type distribution, but on how informative consumers'
initial private knowledge is about their valuations: if different types of consumers have
very different conditional distributions of valuations, then sequential mechanisms do not
yield much greater expected profits than ex post monopolist pricing.
Our sequential mechanism design problem is related to the problems of dynamic price
discrimination (Baron and Besanko (1984), Laffont and Tirole (1988, 1990)). An example
of these problems is a monopolist facing a consumer making repeated purchases. Typically, consumers have only one piece of private information and it does not change over
time. These problems focus on the implications of the monopolist's ability to commit.
With no change in consumers' private information over time, the optimal dynamic mechanism under commitment is static: it simply replicates the optimal static screening contract
in every period. In contrast, our sequential screening problem is driven by the demand
uncertainty, and consumption decisions are made based on new information.
Throughout the paper we assume that the monopolist can commit to a sequential
mechanism and examine how a sequential mechanism can be used by the monopolist to
extract maximal surplus. If the monopolist cannot commit to a sequential mechanism,
time-inconsistency problems mentioned by Coase (1972) arise. In our problem of sequential screening, the monopolist may be tempted to renege both before and after consumer
learn their valuation. Lack of ability to commit to a sequential mechanism reduces the
monopolist's power to discriminate, which may explain why sometimes these types of
mechanisms are not observed in practice. Incorporating the commitment issue to the
design of sequential mechanisms is an interesting topic for further research.
Although menus of refund contracts arise naturally from price discrimination under
consumer learning, they can be offered by producers for other reasons. One reason worth
mentioning is that a menu of refund contract may allow a producer to learn about final
consumer demand early on. This information can be valuable for production planning
purposes. Consider the airplane ticket pricing example in the introduction. The fraction
of business travellers may be unknown to the ticket seller, but it is revealed by travellers'
choices of refund contracts. This information is valuable to the seller if a production
capacity decision must be made before the final demand is realized. Indeed, precisely due
to consumer demand uncertainty, capacity decisions are important in business such as
hotels, airlines and car rental, as exemplified by the practice of "yield management," or
"revenue management" (Dana (1999)). Pricing strategies such as advance purchase discounts and Saturday night stayover requirements in revenue management of the airline
industry are generally understood to solve the peak-load problem and to implement price
discrimination. Our present paper is the first to examine revenue management in the broad
sense of sequential price discrimination. Combining sequential screening with peak-load
pricing seems to be a promising line of research in understanding industries where both
consumer demand uncertainty and capacity decisions are important.
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